The Eight Responsibilities...
Every partnership has

There are eight responsibilities
in a horse-human partnership:
four for the human and four for the horse.

responsibilities that each
party must uphold.
This is what makes the

M

ost people have never heard about these responsibilities and therefore don’t
know how much more horses can do with and for you. When the human
takes over the horse’s responsibilities, the horse doesn’t get to think for himself and
becomes emotionally insecure or frustrated and resistant. Just like in a human
relationship, he starts to feel brainless and becomes more and more irresponsible.

relationship mutually
rewarding. As soon as one
party takes over the

In order to have a harmonious partnership – which is what this program is all
about – both horse and human have to learn and uphold their own responsibilities.

other’s responsibilities, or
doesn’t take care of their

The Four Responsibilities for the Human

own, the quality of the

1. Don’t act like a predator. Become more mentally, emotionally and physically fit.
2. Have an independent seat.
3. Think like a horse-man.
4. Use the natural power of focus.
COCO

partnership is doomed.

What do each of these really mean?
1. Don’t act like a predator.
How does a human act like a predator? One might think this means aggressiveness, but a scared predator is just as worrying to the horse as an aggressive one. In
one sense, the horse feels threatened that you’re going after him... in another, he feels
you get tight (starting with the hole under your tail), all your “claws” go in (clutching with your hands on the reins and legs clamping to his sides), and he still interprets it as threatening because it’s what a mountain lion would feel like if it jumped
on his back. At this moment your horse cannot properly distinguish whether you’re
scared or not, all he knows is the effect of what he feels.
Become more mentally, emotionally and physically fit. The less reactive and right
brain you are, the less you will act like a scared or mad predator. You’re able to think
before you act, and more and more your reactions will come from the good habits
you’ve been developing through this program. This means you’re more likely to do
the right thing at the right time for the right reasons. This is about self-control and
becoming totally unflappable.
Mental fitness. This is developed mostly through attitude and knowledge.
Commit to being more and more positive and progressive and keep developing your
knowledge about the horse so you have more understanding of his psychology and
behavioral tendencies. The more knowledgeable you are the better you’ll handle
situations, because it’s only where knowledge ends that force begins.
Emotional fitness. This means you don’t get mean or mad, you don’t get scared,
you don’t get frustrated, you can stay left brained in almost any situation and can
think before you act. It also means you have endless patience. Things that used to be
scary and unsettling are now no big deal. As you follow the program you can’t help
but become more emotionally fit around horses, and it will probably reflect in your
personal and business life too. I know plenty of people who tell me they don’t even
yell at their employees anymore!
Playing with horses on the ground really helps people develop more confidence
because their level of control and communication increases. So does riding FreeStyle,
especially doing Passenger Lessons where you learn to ride without hanging on to
the reins.
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You can also learn to stretch your emotional boundaries and to
not react but keep both a level head and level emotions... bungee
jump; parachute; ride roller coasters; watch suspense movies; and
watch horses playing and sparring with each other so you don’t get
so emotional when they get a little rough with each other or
get emotional themselves. You see, it’s okay for horses to get
emotional as long as you don’t. It will make a huge difference to
your horse.
Physical fitness. There are probably more of us who are less fit
than we would like to be or than the horse needs us to be. Long,
sedentary winters, more time at the desk or computer than out
being physical or playing with horses doesn’t help one bit!
It’s important to realize that being out of shape is going to
affect your athletic ability around horses both on the ground
and in the saddle, especially where your independent seat is
concerned. It can limit your advancement as a horseman just as
much as mental or emotional unfitness can.
What you can do:
• Work on your fitness, improving your athletic coordination and
balance every time you move.
• Don’t walk slowly... Put energy into your step every time you
move and make sure you swing your arms. You’ll find this will
not only affect your physical fitness through exercising your
muscles and moving your lymph system but also your emotions
and general attitude. If you have a tendency to feel negative or
depressed, putting spark into your step will affect your
emotions positively because mood follows action! Sedentary
behavior propagates negativity, depression and feelings of
defeat.
• Run whenever you can... to the mail box, from the barn to the
pasture, from your car to the barn, etc., etc. You’ll start to get
fitter and find that it not only becomes easier but you’ll also run
smoother and faster.
• Climb over, under and through fences instead of using the gate.
• Run up stairs.
• Improve your diet... Rather than just trying to eat less, change
the quality of what you eat. Try to have 80 to 90% of your diet
comprised of fresh foods rather than canned or instant foods;
reduce intake of deep fried foods; use pure olive oil instead of
regular oils, butter instead of margarine (stick with natural!);
greatly reduce your intake of desserts, cakes and baked goods;
limit the amount of bread you eat; try not to eat “instant” soups,
coffee, etc. – choose the real thing; eat only when you’re hungry
and take smaller servings, getting more if you need it rather than
feeling pressured to clean your plate.
Also, develop good habits around digestion. A sure sign of
digestive problems is sleepiness after meals, food reflux, burping and gas! Some hints: don’t drink with your meals up to 30
to 60 minutes either side of them (1 to 2 glasses of wine is
excepted because it actually helps digestion and utilization of
fats); try to be in a relaxed state when you eat, chew everything
well before swallowing and don’t overeat – stop before you feel
really full; eat only when you’re hungry; and finally, don’t
combine meat and bread, nor raw fruit and meat. These are
just a few practices which we have found to be simple and

non-traumatic and have proven quite effective.
• Simple stretches... See if you can improve the stretch of your
inner leg muscles, the adducters that run from your groin down
your inner thigh to your knees. You can do this standing, getting
gradually wider and wider until your tolerance is reached and
increase this over several days and weeks; or by sitting upright
on the floor with your feet against a wall.
• Improve general posture... lift your frame using the diaphragm
muscles in your stomach to improve your self carriage. Your
back needs to become straighter but not tenser and your shoulders more upright as a habit.

2. Have an independent seat.
What does this mean? It means you don’t hang on to the reins
nor grip below your knees for your balance. It also means your
arms, hands and legs can operate independently of your seat and
your seat is not affected when using your legs and your hands.
Until you start riding FreeStyle without rein contact and taking
your first passenger lessons you probably won’t realize how
un-independent your seat probably is!
As you progress through the Harmony and Refinement Programs
you’ll find your seat will become remarkably better and better.
You’ll be able to zig when your horse zigs, zag when he zags, be in
time with his forward movement and stop without getting thrown
forward. The more you ride on irregular terrain, up and down hills,
over obstacles, and in round corrals and arenas without touching
the reins, as well as through Carrot Stick riding and by riding bareback*... the better and more secure your independent seat.
*The Harmony Program will guide you through the steps of learning to
ride bareback safely.

3. Think like a horse–man.
This means trying to consider the horse’s point of view and
thinking like a horse before you think like a human. It means you
have to override your own opinions, thoughts and reactions and
try to see what the horse is seeing, feeling or thinking in that
moment. When you understand how horses perceive things you’ll
be less inclined to blame them for their reactions and behavior.
You’ll also be able to anticipate what might happen because you’re
walking in your horse’s shoes and there’ll be very little that takes
you by surprise. Once you truly understand the horse’s nature
you’ll actually find them quite predictable. You’ll start to know
what happens before what happens happens!

4. Use the natural power of focus.
Focus gives you feel. Focus and feel give you timing. Focus, feel
and timing give you balance. This is how important focus is! If you
can learn to look where you want to go (instead of at your horse’s
ears!) you’ll start communicating and directing your horse more
effectively with your whole body. Your hands and legs will be in
all the right places at all the right times. Your focus will tell you
exactly what to do and when, therefore improving your timing
and balance.
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The Eight Responsibilities... cont’d.
The Four Responsibilities for the Horse
1. Don’t act like a prey animal. Become more mentally,
emotionally and physically fit.
2. Don’t change gait.
3. Don’t change direction.
4. Look where you are going.
1. Don’t act like a prey animal.
It’s natural for a prey animal to get “right brain” in an instant
and to run from or resist pressure. As a horse becomes more
mentally and emotionally fit he learns how to override these
instincts, to think first and stay “left brain” more of the time.
“Don’t just do something, stand there!” becomes increasingly
easier for the horse in the human environment.
Increased mental fitness. By being exposed to more and more
creative and challenging tasks, the horse becomes less reactive,
calmer, smarter and braver. By learning to think his way through
things, his mental capacity for dealing with changes and the unexpected increases significantly. He begins to operate more from his
left (thinking) brain than from his right (reactive) brain.
Increased emotional fitness. Emotionally speaking, horses can
really come unglued. This is because they make a living being
scared! The ability to perceive danger early and take flight in an
instant is what survival is all about. Adrenaline rushes are a part of
life for horses, but how much and for how long differs with different horse-analities. Some horses will take quite a bit before they
get really right brain and can calm down quickly. Others have a
very short fuse and take a long time to come off the adrenaline and
calm down. These especially emotional, over-reactive and difficult
horses are the best survivors in the wild... but they have the worst
time in humans-ville.

I’m a strong believer in using good quality saddles and pads,
and the best shoers and dentists I can get. I’ve also been privileged
to meet some very progressive thinkers, inventors and technicians
in these areas who are making profound developments that
contribute greatly to the horse’s health and well being, many of
whom I introduce and recommend in my seminars and through
my office.
There’s an art to the athletic development of a horse which
you’ll learn throughout the three parts of this Savvy System. The
first concept is in learning how to play The Seven Games and start
using obstacles. The aim is to get a horse more equally developed
in six ways: forward, backward, right, left, up and down instead of
the normal approach of ‘longeing,’ where all he does is go forward
on a circle.
Athletic development goes hand in hand with mental and
emotional fitness because as a horse becomes more confident he
starts to use himself differently and builds positive muscles
instead of muscles of resistance.
Look for your horse’s physique to change, even simple things
like the muscles under his neck getting smaller and more relaxed
while the muscles on his crest, back and hindquarters get stronger.
Feeding and digestion. Most horses are over-fed, over-bred and
under-exercised! Let’s take the mustang as the closest thing to a
natural horse. He travels more than 20 miles a day, drinks once
every day or two and forages almost constantly. How many of our
horses are that mobile?
In normalsville, many horses...
• Are cooped up in a stall for days on end, some don’t get out
until the weekend.

A good sign of a horse becoming more emotionally fit is when
he’s not so easily excitable anymore, visits his right brain less and
less, and when he does, is not there for long. He’s able to come off
adrenaline much more quickly than he used to, and often will
drop his head low to accelerate the process (when the head is
high, adrenaline flows, when it’s low, adrenaline stops and endorphins flow). They get to where they just don’t want to “go there.”

• Are fed on a regular schedule which fills their bellies twice a day.
Mustangs are never full and they don’t suffer the emotional
repercussions if you’re late!

Emotional tension increases the risk of muscle injuries and
emotionally distraught horses are also more susceptible to colic
upsets. Right brain behavior affects a horse’s ability to think down
to his feet and they’re more inclined to trip, fumble and slip.

• Have feed that is full of additives, is often comprised of too
much grain and does not offer anywhere near the variety they
need. In the wild they eat everything from grass to bark and dirt.
But if they start chewing on our valuable wooden rails or carefully tended trees, we put a muzzle on them or poison the wood!

It’s important to continually build your horse’s emotional
fitness. Keep challenging him, giving him more and more to deal
with and think about both on the ground and while riding. Once
you’ve gained your horse’s trust and get savvy enough to help him
realize and exercise his responsibilities you’ll find him capable of
making the most extraordinary changes.
Increased physical fitness. While many physical problems in
horses arise from the use of forceful artificial aids, ill fitting
saddles, poor riding skills, bad shoeing, and dental problems, it’s
the mental and emotional problems that tend to be far more serious and dangerous to deal with. While we’d all like to be able to
fix everything right at the start, this is not always possible, so my
emphasis tends to be on behavior and relationship first. After that,
it goes to the physical, unless of course there’s something glaringly
obvious that needs immediate adjustment!
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• Have water constantly available, which they drink from when
bored and emotional more than from thirst. Do you know studies have shown that horses are actually more inclined to colic if
they have water in their stall?

Horses in confinement do not get to act on their needs and
cravings and it can get to such a critical state of need that they’ll
gorge on whole bags of grain or eat poisonous plants and
almost kill themselves.
So what to do? Here’s what I do...
• My horses live outside, year ’round. The only time they’re in a
stall is if we’re traveling to horse fairs and events.
• We feed as natural a feed possible, no additives, and have no
fear about offering our horses a variety of grain, and different
types of hay and cubes (grass, Timothy, alfalfa).
• We don’t feed our horses on a regular schedule. Much of the
time, the roughage is free choice and grain is not fed to horses

not in work. Grain is fed once or twice a day depending on the
individual’s needs, and not by the clock or on the dot! This
prevents emotional upsets and as such reduces the risk of colic.
• We use natural supplements, organic in nature, rather than
using vitamin and mineral extracts.
• When our horses have to be cooped up, we make sure we play
with them so they get enough mental, emotional and physical
stimulation and are happy to get back to their stall just to relax
and hang out. We also try to allow them to see each other and
not be jailed behind bars or in places where they can’t see other
horses.
Our horses rarely get sick, colic is almost a non-event, we hardly
even have vet bills... and we have around a hundred horses!
The hoof and back factor
In recent years there has been phenomenal progress made with
shoeing and saddling. Shaping feet the right way, making sure that
the bone column is centered, the toes and heel are appropriately
shortened or lengthened, and the size of shoe, etc. can make the
world of difference to the way a horse moves.
Additionally, a saddle that is too narrow, or pinches the withers, restricts movement of the shoulders and spine, has pressure
points, etc. can affect a horse’s willingness to do certain maneuvers
and even their overall attitude about being ridden!
I really recommend that you don’t compromise when it comes
to saddles and saddle pads. Get the best you can. There are now
some very progressive saddle designs that position the weight of
the saddle and rider out over the rib cage, rather than on the
muscles next to the spine; and a saddle pad that has inflatable air
chambers that allow you to shape it for the horse’s needs under
the saddle to free it up, relieve pressure points, lift it up off the
withers and shoulders, etc. The change in comfort levels for the
horse is phenomenal.
These kinds of saddles and pads will improve the horse’s
comfort and ability to move, and will actually allow regeneration of
atrophied muscles around the withers and along the back.
2. Don’t change gait.
Disrespectful horses that have not been taught to uphold their
own responsibilities tend to keep changing gaits. Either you have
to always hold them back from going faster or you have to
constantly urge them forward.
You don’t need to fall into the trap of being your horse’s gait
babysitter! You can teach a horse to maintain his gait using the
Impulsion Programs (Stage 4 in the Harmony PocketGuides) and by
leaving him alone when he’s doing what you want, and going up
your phases when he’s not.
Horses learn by making mistakes so don’t make the mistake of
trying to prevent your horse from faltering. If he experiences a
consequence for his actions he’ll learn what he did to cause it and
change his behavior to be more in harmony with you. By preventing him from breaking gait, he’ll never learn the responsibility to
maintain it for himself and you’ll find yourself working harder
and harder while your horse does less, or takes advantage of, takes
over and takes off!

When a horse truly learns this responsibility he finds “purity of
gait.” His gaits actually improve because he’s mentally and emotionally in that gait, his weight is in the right place: on the front end at
a walk; 50:50 at the trot; on the hindquarter at the canter; and on
the front end again for the gallop. He becomes more athletic and
graceful.
Once you have purity of gait you can start to vary the speeds
within that gait – slow, medium and fast, or in dressage terms,
collected, working, medium and extended. That’s something
you’ll start to learn about in Part 3, Refinement.
Teach your horse through positive and negative reinforcement
to maintain the gait you ask for no matter what – up and down
hills, around corners, over jumps, etc. and only to change it when
you ask. Again, see the Impulsion Programs in Stage 4 of the
Harmony PocketGuides for specific directions.
3. Don’t change direction.
If you dropped your reins but kept your focus, would your
horse stay on track or would he veer off course? Most horses would
veer off without constant direction or restraint from the reins.
Once again we have usually been babysitting the horse and doing
his responsibility for him. A horse that knows the responsibility of
not changing directions is a dream to ride. You can drop the reins,
maintain your focus and he will not veer off where you’re looking.
It’s an amazing feeling.
In The Harmony Program, the Impulsion Programs such as the
Corners Game, Point to Point, the Cloverleaf, Carrot Stick Riding, Focus
Games and Follow the Rail (also in The Partnership Program) help
you teach your horse to maintain direction and follow your focus.
Getting Responsibility #3 right produces a horse that is truly
straight and from there opens the door to more balanced circles
and corners (no dropped shoulders), straight stops and slides, and
flying lead changes (at higher levels of course!).
4. Look where you are going.
Have you ever seen someone pull on the reins and tell their
horse to ”watch out!” for a hole in the ground? Do this often
enough and not only will your horse stop looking out for himself,
he’ll actually get clumsy footed.
Your job as the leader is to look where you are heading. Your
horse’s responsibility is to look out for what’s in front of or underneath him. Don’t stop him or get in his way just when he’s about
to negotiate something awkward!
Think of it like a car – watch the road and not the wheel. If you
look at the horse and watch out for him, he’ll stop doing it for
himself. If your horse fumbles when you’re riding, don’t grab the
reins. Stay balanced and stay out of the horse’s way, allow him to
do whatever he needs to regain his balance.
The Harmony Program will challenge this responsibility in your
horse constantly, especially On Line over uneven terrain, over,
under and between things. Your horse will quickly learn to
become more sure footed and athletic and that it’s up to him to
watch out where he’s going.
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